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Product info Characteristics 
 

 
 

International Fashion Group (Russia) 
Booth no: 1E-A09  
Fashion Gallery 

  
 

 
 Brand name: FORZA VIVA 

 

 FORZA VIVA Summer 2013 collection was 

inspired by the vibrant jungles and the retro 

glam of French Riviera. Figure hugging dresses 

of 1950s, glamorous cuts of 1960s, wide silk 

pants of the 70s - we picked timeless styles that 

suit every shape and style. 

 

 Born in Milan, Italy, Forza Viva stands for 

impeccable quality, best available fabrics and 

components, and outstanding cuts that allow 

for perfect fit. All our garments are designed 

and developed in-house. We work exclusively 

with the best masters of the trade, be it denim, 

leather or lace, and personally visit the 

factories throughout the process of production, 

from the first sample to the finished product. 

 
 

 
 

7 Summits Apparel, Inc. dba Carapace 
(USA) 

Booth no: 1E-E02  
Fashion Gallery 

 
 

 
 Brand Name: Carapace 
 
 The company was established in year 2008 
 
 Inspired by a mixture of European culture, 

modern classics, vintage apparel, and 
one-of-a-kind flea market finds in all fashion 
corners of the world -- Paris, Tokyo, Milan, 
London -- Carapace provides silhouettes 
designed with special novelty treatments giving 
our pieces a deconstructed look that allows the 
Carapace Man to transition from day to night. 

 
 This style is long sleeve knit hood top with back 

embossing branch detail. 
 



  
 

 
 

The Bay Flower S.L (Spain) 
Booth no: 1C-E02  

Garment Mart 
  
 

 
 Brand name: TANNA and SEDDA 
 
 TANNA, under her 16 years’ experience, has 

presented 28 collections. Its consistent and 
original identity makes her collections very 
unique and outstanding. 

 
 TANNA’s fashion is always stylish, functional 

and attractive to women. 
 
 

 

 
 

Phu Koala (Poland) 
Booth no: 1C-D21  

Men in Style   
 
 

 
 Brand Name: FOLSTOP 
 
 Phu Koala manufactures menswear including 

jackets and leather material, trousers, jackets, 
coats, shirts, T-shirts, polo shirts, peaked caps, 
hats, scarves, leather gloves, belts, gift sets 
(including tie, belt and cufflinks for shirt) and 
underwear.  

 
 Our clothing is manufactured with modern 

functional fabrics which are water-resistance 
and wind-breaking etc.  
 

 Koala's products are in line with current trends 
in terms of looks, style and size and colour. 



  

 

 
 

SAS International (India) 
Booth no: 1E-C01 (Brand Name Gallery) 

Booth no: 1E-C18 (Fashion Gallery) 
  

 

 
 Brand name: PASHMA 
 
 Pashma’s product range has expanded far 

beyond cashmere shawls to a luxurious range 
of knitwear made from cashmere and cashmere 
blends. 

 
 Their retail stores are located all over the world 

including Mumbai, New Delhi, San Francisco 
and Singapore. 
 

 

 
 

Codycoby-shop Japan Co., Ltd (Japan) 
Booth no: 1C-A16  

Infant & Children’s Wear 
 
 

 
 Codycoby-shop was established in year 2005 in 

Japan and now, they have 17 shops in Japan. 
 
 Codycoby is an expert in designing and 

manufacturing infants and children’s clothing 
and accessories. 

 
 Their products are best fit for infants and 

children which is of UV CUT, anti-smell, 
anti-bacteria and with excellent stretch 
capabilities.  



  

 

 
 

Migo Asia Ltd (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1B-E15  

Intimate & Swim Wear 
 
 
 

 
 Brand Name: MIGO 

 
 Migo is established in HK in 2012 with over 20 

young and energetic talents across HK and 
Mainland China. 
 

 They are trying to bring the fun living spirit to all 
their customers. 
 

 Migo has 2 retail stores located in Causeway 
Bay targeting youngsters in the market. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Laino Industry Srl (Italy) 
Booth no: 1A-B17 

World of Fashion Accessories 
 

 
 Brand Name: ARGENTO ANTICO 

 
 Vincent Laino, the owner, started manufacturing 

saddles and leather goods in early 1990s. 
 

 The belt pieces are always made of high quality 
e.g. Swarovski crystal and fine leather. 
 

 In year 2012, Laino Industry started to develop 
its own line of the brand Antique Silver which 
widen their variety of their collections.  

 



  

 

 
 

Steven Tach (Japan) 
Booth no: 1B-DS44 

International Fashion Designers’ Showcase  
  

 
 

 
 Brand Name: STeVeN TACH 

 
 STeVeN TACH is featuring luxury fashion 

including menswear, unisex wear, bags, shoes 
and accessories. 
 

 The SteVeN TACH brand is not limiting itself 
simply to the realm of fashion but encompasses 
a broad range of interactions between humans 
and nature, and has plans to release work in 
various formats. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
HOUSE YII International Limited  

(Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1CON-040 

World of Fashion Accessories 
 
 

 
 Brand Name: LELA LOVE 
 
 The infusion of carefully extracted skin care 

ingredients with our meticulously engineered 
design enables the enhancement of every 
woman's leg shape and skin quality through our 
appliance of sensuous materials and textures of 
our pantyhose. 

 
 Our pantyhose are incorporated with millions of 

tiny bubbles that contain fine and luxurious 
active ingredients for skin care. These bubbles 
are ruptured by fiction, allowing our uniquely 
formulated beauty essence to be released so 
that ladies can message and pamper their skin 
throughout the day, simply by moving, wherever 
they are. 

 



  

 
 

 
 

Rick Hung (Singapore) 
Booth no: 1C-DS46 

International Fashion Designers’ Showcase 
 

 
 Brand Name: 2HB 

 
 Rick Hung was born in Hong Kong and moved 

to Singapore in 1996. Already, Hung has made 
a name of himself in the design industry with his 
company, FP+Design Communications, which 
has a long-standing partnership with “That CD 
Shop” since 2004 in Singapore. He has been 
working on their in-house brand High Society, 
which recently ventured into F&B. It gave him 
an insight into retail scene, including branding, 
visual merchandising, and operations. 

 
 Hung has had a passion for fashion since a 

young age. Over the years, he has seized every 
opportunity to travel around the World to be 
exposed to fashion design and to understand 
the fashion scene. He is also handpicked as 
one of the designers in the most talked about 
fashion incubator at PARCO Millenia 
Singapore. Following his passion for fashion, he 
officially launched his first menswear label 
“2HB” in Singapore April 2012. 

 
 

 
 

Canta Company Limited (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1C-D30  

Men in Style 
 

 
 Brand Name: CIRCLES 

 
 Canta Company Limited has been established 

since year 2000.  Started our business in 
fashion retailing sector in Hong Kong.  Since 
2008, we launched our own design label 
CIRCLES. CIRCLES is about a commune of 
metrosexual people who dress to make a 
personal fashion statement of confidence and 
arrogance.  Based on a balance between 
simplicity and details, the label takes on a 
somewhat androgynous silhouette and an 
illusive manner, using basic color palettes and 
playing different fabric matching. 

 


